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Sin and the Spirituality of Archery is a rare publication that blends solid tips and tactics for helping

archers increase their ability to shoot a bow and arrow with accuracy. It also covers all of the basic,

introductory lessons and equipment selection suggestions needed for those who are just getting

started in the sport of archery. Lastly, Sin and the Spirituality of Archery provides a very interesting

correlation between archery shooting tactics and spirituality that can be used in everyday-life

situations. This helpful information can assist individuals in dealing with challenging life-situations in

a far more effective, helpful, and productive way than he or she might have before using this

approach to life and spirituality.
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some archery pointers and at the same time, a few lessons on the spirit of God! The book deals with

a lot of technical issue of repeated performance with the bow and arrow. The only thing that I would

have liked to see, is more information on tree stand hunting. You just don't always have the luxury

of having good foot placement 20 feet high on a 12" x 18" platform when a deer pops into your

window. I liked how he tied the spiritual aspect of good shooting and being relaxed.Just started

Sean C. McVeigh's other book on "Becoming a World-Class Hunter". I would recommend both of

these books for the archer who wants to improve their archery skills and enjoy what God has given

to us.

I have been an avid archer since a boy. I have also been walking with Christ for some time. Sean's



insights inspired me in both areas as well as a renewed spirit to use and develop my God given

talents to praise Him. Thanks Sean

Good insturctional book about archery, enjoyed his stories. The author Sean McVeigh not only

helped me as a beginner through his book but he also shares tips on youtube. Its a good book

check it out.

Absolutely amazing! Many excellent tips on archery shared from his own experiences. A "must

have" for the beginner. a "should have" for the experienced, and a "wish I'd had it" for those who are

the accomplished, but could have arrived much sooner!

The writer is thorough on the subject of archery, candid on his faith and the writing is accessible.

I've learned a ton through this book and his YouTube channel. I'm half-way through the book right

now

Another great book by Sean McVeigh. I enjoyed it. As an old dude taking up bow hunting, I learned

a lot from this book. Thanks Sean.Mark E

I am very pleased with my book.Thank you very much.Best regards from Peter.
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